Application of Nanoscale Bioassemblies to Clinical Laboratory Diagnostics.
This chapter summarizes progress in several approaches and devices that will improve and augment existing diagnostic techniques. The term bionanotechnology has been used to describe the science that supports the construction of nanoscale bioassemblies. In each of the present applications to diagnostics, bionanotechnological devices play a largely passive role. Cell surface targeting with an antibody, a growth factor, or a small molecule ligand achieves a new level of sophistication, however, it is still a passive approach. While the induced conformational changes associated with the binding of dendrimers or molecular beacons are somewhat more complex responses to the local environment, they are still largely passive mechanistically. Dynamic devices that change color with time of incubation based on the presence or absence of secondary or tertiary cellular markers within a population exhibiting a primary marker would be of considerable utility. Dynamic nanoscale devices of this type await the application of the rules of assembly associated with the scaffolds described earlier and perhaps the discovery and application of new rules of assembly and new scaffolds.